This paper provides a review on recent works in the field of competitive facility location models based on the following seven components: 1) Variables, 2) Competition type, 3) Solution space, 4) Customer behavior, 5) Demand type, 6) Number of new facilities and 7) Relocation and redesign possibility. First, the components are introduced and then based on these components; different studies are compared with each other via a proposed taxonomy and finally a review on work of each paper is provided.
Introduction
The aim of location models is to find optimal location for one or more new facilities with a specific objective such as total cost minimization, overall profit maximization, etc. Location theory is very widespread and entails with several issues. The vast part of this theory embraces "Location" under monopoly condition in which a chain captures the market, dominantly . In this case, a set of facilities that is going to be located, supply products or services and the ownership of all facilities belongs to one person or one company that has no competitor in the market. The review of this kind of researches is carried out by Drezner (1995) . Practically, the respective models are not normally applicable for real-world cases because a company rarely acts as the only player in the market and competition among different players seems to be more realistic (Ashtiani et al., 2013) .
A location model is classified into competitive facilities when it clearly states that other facilities are already/will be present in the market and that the new facility/facilities will ought to compete with them for its/their necessary market share (Plastria, 2001 ). Hotelling (1929) is believed the first who introduced the idea of competitive facility location models by studying the strategies of two competitors in terms of price and location under various assumptions. Since then, all researchers have used the closest facility in Hotelling model. Huff (1964) described the attractive function of facility for customers by taking into account not only the distance but also the design of facility. He formulated a model for capturing market share by considering the probability of customer patronizing behavior towards a facility and the likelihood is depends on the design of the facility and it is also inversely associated with the squared distance between a facility and a customer.
After these seminal works, a flow of researches in this field has been introduced and over the years this has been dramatically increased. The increasing interest in competitive facility location model is not only depends on vastly increased computational power and algorithmic knowledge but also depends on the increased number of applications (Eiselt et al., 1993) . This paper gives an overview of competitive facility location papers from 2000 to 2015. There are, at least, three journal papers reviewing the literature regarding competitive facility location models (Eiselt et al., 1993; Plastria, 2001; Drezner, 2014) . Since Eiselt et al. (1993) and Plasteria (2001) reviewed the literature up to 2000, this paper extends them by surveying different competitive facility location approaches through a literature review and classification of the international journal papers from 2000 to present. The structure of this review paper is totally different from the work accomplished by Drezner (2014) . This paper focuses more on classification for categorizing different models.
We focus our attention towards those competitive location models which are in "continuous & discrete spaces" and also "static & competition with foresight area". In other words, because of different characteristics of "network" space and "dynamic competition", competitive location models which use these assumptions have been excluded in this review. This literature review tries to answer the following questions, Based on the above seven categorization, different studies under various assumptions have been considered. For instance, one paper investigated one specific model in the continuous space and the other presented the same model in a discrete space. Papers with the same seven proposed components may be different in various things like solution method, objective function, single objective or multiple objectives, distance type (Euclidean, rectangular, …), being variable or parameter for number of new facilities and etc. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, seven components of the proposed classification are introduced. Different papers are labeled in an annotated bibliography format in section 3. Section 4 briefly describes works of each paper and finally conclusions and suggestions for future research are proposed in section 5.
Competitive facility location models components
In this section, major components of competitive location models are introduced. Based on this discussion a classification is proposed: 7-tuple (1)- (2)- (3)- (4)- (5)- (6)- (7), where 1) Identifies variable of problem;
2) States competition type; 3) Specifies solution space; 4) Indicates customer behavior; 5) Determines demand type; 6) Depicted number of new facilities; 7) Displays relocation and redesign possibility.
These components are briefly discussed in the following subsections.
Variable of problem

Location
Surely, detecting the optimal location of the problem is the primary decision variable within the concept of the location theory. Therefore, in the field of competitive location, if there are no other variables, the only decision variable of the problem is location.
Location and Design
The full questions to be answered by the model may involve more than the location. Many researchers are recently interested in the studies and models where the primary objective is to determine the optimal design of new facilities in addition to the location of them.
Location and Price
In addition to the location, another variable of some models is associated with the price of goods or services of facilities. Pricing has been investigated for the past few years. Nowadays, pricing is less used in the field of competitive location
Location and other variables
During the recent years, some other variables have been used in addition to location such as capacity, routing, size and shipment.
Competition type
Static competition
The simplest competitive models occurs when competition is assumed to be already present in the market. The whereabouts and characteristics of this competition are known in advance and assumed to be fixed. The basic assumption in such models is that the competitive factors of the existing competitors are not permitted to change following the new competitor's entrance. Such models involve only strategic decisions.
Competition with foresight
The situation becomes quite different when a virgin market is entered in the knowledge that other competing actors will enter it soon afterwards. It will then be essential to make decisions with foresight about by considering this competition, which itself will enter a market where competition is already present. The ensuing Stackelberg-type models, where each evaluation of the main objective involves the solution of the competitor's nontrivial optimization model, become extremely complex. The primary assumption in competition with foresight is that a competitor (a follower) will enter the market following the entrance of our facility (the leader). The leader's decisions are based on the follower's action. In these models the likely impact of future competition must be considered.
Solution space
Discrete space
In discrete space, there is only a (relatively small) finite list of candidate sites for opening new facilities.
Continuous space
Continuous space is associated with a locational space determined by a coordinate system in which in principle any real coordinate values are permitted. One-dimensional space is equivalent to the linear segment (or line), a very popular setting for competitive equilibrium studies in virtue of its simplicity.
Other settings are of course the geographical space modelled as a two-dimensional plane or possibly a sphere.
Customer behavior
Closest rule
The assumption that consumers patronize the facility closest to them means that the competing facilities are equally attractive or that consumers consider only distance in their selection. The closest rule is suitable either for central planning where planners allocate demand to facilities, or for public facilities, or when consumers are highly price sensitive and will always choose the cheapest option.
Deterministic utility rule
When the facilities are not equally attractive, the closest rule for allocating consumers to facilities does not hold any more. To account for variations in facility attractiveness, a deterministic utility approach can be implemented. The choice is deterministic when the full demand of each customer is served by the facility in which it is attracted the most. Basically it assumes that as long as the facility remains unchanged customers will always patronize the facility.
Probabilistic utility rule
A deterministic choice rule does not allow for the "changing mood" of customers. The choice is probabilistic when each customer splits its volume of demand on various facilities, with probabilities determined some way by the attraction felt towards each facility. Most competitive location problems with probabilistic choice rule have recently implemented huff-based models. Huff proposed that the probability that a consumer patronizes a retail facility (a mall) is associated with its size (floor area) and inversely related to a power of the distance to it.
Cover-based rule
In cover-based approach, each competing facility has a "sphere of influence" represented by a radius of influence which relies on the attractiveness of the facility. A consumer at a distance within the radius of influence is absorbed to the facility and his/her demand within the sphere of influence of no facility can be lost.
Demand type
Inelastic demand
It is customary to consider demand for essential goods such as bread to be inelastic (within time-periods during which populations may be considered as constant).
Elastic demand
In contrast to the inelastic demand, another type of demand is elastic for inessential e.g., luxury, commodities for which demand may be highly supply/price sensitive.
Number of new facilities
Single facility
The number of new facilities to locate strongly influences the difficulty of the model. In some competitive location papers, the model looks for optimal location (or design) for single new facility.
Multiple facilities
The aim of some papers in the field of competitive facility location is to find the optimal location (or design) for multiple new facilities. In models with foresight one also distinguishes with respect to the number of (future) competing facilities. Models in which the number of new facilities is not fixed are also included in this category.
Relocation and redesign possibility
In most competitive facility location models, it is assumed that the chain and its competitors maximize their market share by opening new facilities and the location and design of their existing facilities are not changed at all. The vast portion of competitive location models has not been considered relocation and/or redesign of existing facilities.
Annotated bibliography
All the reviewed papers are compared by different proposed components. In summary, the components in the suggested classification are: The bibliography of Table 1 lists and codes of different papers according to this classification. Aboolian et al. (2007a) (
Papers review
In this section, different works in the field of competitive location is briefly described. This section is divided into sub sections according to the proposed classification.
Location models in static environment
The vast part of competitive location models has considered pure location models in a static environment. Each paper has considered a set of assumptions and introduced a new problem.
Models with inelastic demand
Continuous models Drezner and Drezner (2004) solved the Huff model for single new facility location problem. They showed that the generalized Weiszfeld procedure converges to a local maximum or a saddle point. They also devised a global optimization procedure that finds the optimal solution within a given accuracy. Drezner et al. (2002a) proposed five heuristic procedures for the solution of the multiple competitive facilities location of the same problem. They performed extensive computational tests and concluded that a twostep heuristic procedure combining simulated annealing and an ascent algorithm provides the best solutions. Drezner et al. (2007) investigated the location of multiple facilities with deterministic utility rule. They generated a set of candidate locations and solved the single facility problem by evaluating the buying power attracted to the new facility at each candidate location. They then solved the location of multiple facilities by converting the problem to a maximum covering problem.
Bhattacharya and Nandy (2013) considered a single new facility competitive location model such that a number of users served by the new facility are maximized. Each user takes service from its nearest facility, where the distance between a pair of points is measured in either L1 or L2 or ∞ metric. Fu et al. (2013) studied the similar problem on the plane according to Manhattan distance. For this problem with binary customer preferences, i.e., a case where customers choose the closest facility to satisfy their entire demand, they showed that the general problem is NP-hard and presented solution methods to solve various special cases in polynomial time.
Uno et al. (2009) proposed a problem with uncertain demands in the plane. By representing the demands for facilities as random variables, the location problem has been formulated to a stochastic programming problem, and for finding its solution, three deterministic programming problems: expectation maximizing problem, probability maximizing problem, and satisfying level maximizing problem have been considered. In another work, the authors proposed with uncertainty and vagueness including demands for the facilities in a plane (Uno et al., 2010) . By representing the demands for facilities as fuzzy random variables, the location problem has been formulated as a fuzzy random programming problem. For solving the problem, first the α-level sets for fuzzy numbers have been used for transforming it to a stochastic programming problem, and then, by using their expectations and variances, the problem is reformulated to a deterministic programming problem. Drezner and Drezner (2002) investigated the location of retail facilities under changing market conditions when market conditions are expected to change during the planning horizon. Three models have been presented: (1) the minimax regret model, (2) the Stackelberg equilibrium model, and (3) the threshold model. Their objective is to minimize the probability of failure. Drezner (2009) incorporated future market conditions into the minimax regret model in Drezner and Drezner (2002) for the location of a retail facility. Future market conditions have been analyzed as a set of different scenarios. The problem of finding the best location for a new retail facility such that the market share captured at that location is as close to the maximum as possible in spite of the future scenarios. Bello et al. (2011) addressed the similar location problem in Drezner and Drezner (2002) . Uncertainty exists on the buying power of the customers. This has been modeled by assuming that a set of scenarios exists, each scenario corresponding to a weight realization. The objective is to locate the facility following the Savage criterion, i.e., the minimax-regret location has been sought. The problem has been formulated as a global optimization problem with objective written as difference of two convex monotonic functions. Drezner et al. (2002b) considered a location model based on the threshold concept and determined the best location such that the probability of revenue falling short of the threshold could be minimized. This objective is appropriate when a firm will not survive if its revenue falls below a known threshold. They sought the location in which the probability that the revenue is below a given threshold is minimized. Plastria (2005) studied the lexicographic optimization problem with primary objective to maximize the total market share of the chain and secondarily to minimize the market losses of friendly facilities and/or the risk that competing facilities would raise their current quality in order to gain back lost customers for a single new facility and deterministic utility rule. Drezner (2010) studied cannibalization and its effects on location decisions in a similar model. The authors analyzed maximizing market share while minimizing cannibalization using the huff model. The efficient frontier according to these two noncompatible objectives has been built and demonstrated on an example problem. Uno et al. (2011) considered competitive facility location problems on multi-dimensional spaces. In order to solve the formulated problem efficiently, first, it has been demonstrated that one of its optimal solutions can be determined by solving a 0-1 programming problem, next, its efficient solution method was proposed based on tabu search algorithm with strategic oscillation. Drezner and Drezner (2014) investigated sequential location of two facilities. One strategy was to locate the first facility at its single facility optimum and the second strategy was to randomly locate the first facility. The second facility was then located at its optimal location given the first facility's location. They investigated which of these two strategies is better.
Discrete models Aboolian et al. (2009) presented efficient solution approaches for multi-facility competitive model with probabilistic patronizing behavior. Applying the concept of "Tangent Line Approximation", they developed efficient computational approaches both exact and approximate solutions. Benati and Hansen (2002) introduced a model for the optimal location of new facilities under the hypothesis that customers' behavior can be formulated by random utility functions. Therefore the company cannot forecast the behavior of every customer in a deterministic fashion, but is able to embed him/her by a probability distribution. Three formulations were proposed to compute upper bounds of the objective function. A branch and bound method was developed for medium sized problems and a Variable Neighborhood Search heuristic has been proposed to solve larger instances. Pelegrín et al. (2014) considered a similar model to Plastria (2005) for multiple new facilities in discrete space. They used the weighted method to develop an integer linear programming model to obtain Pareto optimal locations associated with the inner competition between the owners of the old facilities and the owners of the new facilities. Miliotis et al. (2002) explained how demand-covering models could be combined with geographical information systems (GIS) to determine the optimal location of bank branches, taking into account the different factors that characterize local conditions within the demand area.
Plastria and Vanhaverbeke (2007) presented a preprocessing aggregation method to reduce the number of demand points which prevents the loss of information, and therefore prevents the possible loss of optimality. It is specifically effective in the frequent situation with a large number of demand points and a comparatively low number of potential facility sites, and coverage defined by spatial nearness.
Models with elastic demand
Continuous models Drezner and Drezner (2008) constructed a model that considers a decline in demand as a function of the distance to competing facilities. If the competing facilities are close to the customers, a larger portion of the buying power will be spent at these facilities. Two objectives have been considered. One is the maximization of the buying power spent at all competing facilities, and the second is the maximization of the buying power captured by one's chain of retail facilities. After that, the authors proposed a simple approach to model elastic demand in competitive facility location . A 'dummy' competing facility that attracts the lost demand is added to the list of competing facilities.
McGarvey and Cavalier (2005) presented a huff-based utility model, in which the capacity of a facility serves as its measure of attractiveness. Problem formulation incorporates elastic huff-based demand, along with capacity, forbidden region, and budget constraints. Two solution algorithms have been presented, one based on the big square small square method, and the second one based on a penalty function formulation using fixed-point iteration.
Discrete models
Berman and Krass (2002) developed a new framework for location of competitive facilities by introducing non-constant expenditure functions into location models. This framework permits capturing two key effects-market expansion and cannibalization-within the same model. They developed algorithmic methods for locating optimal or near-optimal solutions. After that, Aboolian et al. (2007b) considered the similar model. Customer demand was assumed to be a concave non-decreasing function of the total utility derived by each customer from the service offered by the facilities. The problem was formulated as a non-linear Knapsack problem and developed a fast heuristic algorithm for solving the problem. Drezner et al. (2011) proposed another approach for estimating market share based on cover location models. In their model, each facility had a 'sphere of influence' detected by its attractiveness level and the buying power of a customer within the sphere of influence of no facility could be lost.
Lee and O'Kelly (2011) introduced a competitive location model incorporating a rank proportional choice rule. Also, they explored how the competitive location model with a ranking system differs from other models with two more-typical choice rules-deterministic and probabilistic choices. Wang et al. (2008) addressed the multi-period two-echelon integrated competitive/uncompetitive facility location problem in a distribution system design that involves locating regional distribution centers (RDCs) and stores, and determines the best strategy for distributing the commodities from a central distribution center (CDC) to RDCs and from RDCs to stores. Genetic algorithm-based heuristic (GA) was presented and compared with random search solution and mutually consistent solution (MC).
Location-Design models in static environment
There are many papers in this category which have differences with each other in their assumption and contribution. Brief discussion on each work is addressed in the following.
Models with inelastic demand
Continuous models Plastria and Carrizosa (2004) introduced a model in which a single facility has to be located and consumers patronize the facility to which they were attracted most. Attraction was stated by some function of the design of the facility and its distance to demand. For existing facilities design was assumed to be fixed, while design of the new facility may be freely chosen at known costs.
Fernandez et al. (2007b) developed two solution methods for a single new facility Huff-like problem.
The first model was a repeated local optimization heuristic, extending earlier proposals to the supplementary design question and the presence of locational constraints. The second one was an exact global optimization technique based on reliable computing using interval analysis, incorporating several novel features. Redondo et al. (2008) proposed an evolutionary algorithm called Universal Evolutionary Global Optimizer (UEGO) to cope with the same model. Four parallelization of UEGO have been presented. Redondo et al. (2009a) empirically analyzed several algorithms for solving the same model. In particular, an exact interval branch-and-bound method and a multi-start heuristic was compared with UEGO. Tóth et al. (2009) considered a similar model and proposed an exact interval branch-and-bound algorithm to solve the simultaneous location and design 2-facilities problem. Redondo et al. (2009c) also considered a similar huff-based location problem in which a firm wants to set up two or more new facilities. They analyzed several approaches to solve it; namely, three multi-start local search heuristics, a multi-start simulated annealing algorithm, and two variants of an evolutionary algorithm. The authors researched the behavior of optimal solutions under different environments and changes in the basic model parameters using random problems and a robust evolutionary algorithm for solving this problem in another work (Redondo et al., 2009c) . Fernandez et al. (2006) presented a hard nonlinear bi-objective optimization problem: detecting the optimal location and design for a new franchised facility within a region where facilities (both of the franchise and not) already exist. The franchisor and the new franchisee both wish to maximize their own profits on the market, but these two objectives are in conflict. An interval branch and bound method were proposed to obtain an outer approximation of the whole set of efficient solutions. Redondo et al. (2014) and Arrondo et al. (2015) implemented a parallelization of multi-objective evolutionary algorithm, called FEMOEA-Paral, for a similar bi-objective competitive facility location and design problem. Fernandez et al. (2007a) proposed another bi-objective optimization problem in which the entrance of the new facility could have a detrimental effect on the market shares of the existing chain-owned facilities, and this cannibalization should be minimized as a secondary objective. A variant of the lexicographic method was proposed to generate certain efficient solutions. Lancinskas et al. (2014) developed a stochastic search algorithm for solving a similar multi-objective competitive facility problem for firm expansion using shared-memory parallel computing systems.
Discrete models
Kucukaydın et al. (2011a) considered the Huff-based problem in which new facilities were located by a new market entrant firm. They formulated a mixed-integer nonlinear programming model for this problem and proposed three methods for its solution: a Lagrangean heuristic, a branch-and-bound method with Lagrangean relaxation, and another branch-and-bound method with nonlinear programming relaxation.
Models with elastic demand
Continuous models Redondo et al. (2012) presented a planar problem with variable demand. It has been shown numerically that the assumption of fixed demand influences the location decision, significantly, and therefore the selection of the type of demand (fixed or variable) must be made with care when modeling location problems. Two methods were presented to cope with the model, an exact interval branch-and-bound method and an evolutionary algorithm called UEGO. Arrondo et al. (2014a) proposed a modification of a heuristic to cope with the problem in Redondo et al. (2012) , which permits, on the one hand, obtaining the same solutions as the original heuristic more quickly and, on the other hand, to handle larger size problems. Furthermore, a parallel version of the algorithm, suitable for being run in most of today's personal computers, has also been proposed. Aboolian et al. (2007a) developed a spatial interaction model for a set of new facilities. The customer demand was assumed to be elastic, expanding as the utility of the service offered by the facilities increases. Increases in the utility can be achieved by increasing the number of facilities, design improvements, or locating facilities closer to the customer. They showed that their model was capable of capturing some of the principal trade-offs involved in facility location and design decisions, including demand cannibalization, market expansion, and design/location trade-offs. An efficient near-optimal solution approach, with adjustable error bound, was developed for the special case where only a finite number of design alternatives are available. Several heuristic approaches capable of handling large instances were also presented. considered two strategies for increasing the market share captured by a chain subject to a budget constraint. One strategy was the improvement of existing facilities and the second one was the construction of new facilities. They analyzed these two strategies as well as the joint strategy which was a combination of the two. A branch and bound procedure and a tabu search heuristic were also constructed for the solution of the unified model.
Discrete models
Location-Price models in static environment
As stated earlier, in addition to location, another variable of some models is the price of goods or services of facilities. In a static environment there are only three papers worked on location and pricing simultaneously (Pérez et al., 2004; Aboolian et al., 2008; Pelegrín et al., 2014) . Perez et al. (2004) studied price competition for two kinds of location-price models in which facility locations were set up and price decisions were made for profit maximization. They discussed the existence and determination of equilibrium prices in a general location space when facilities had different production costs. Aboolian et al. (2008) presented the problem of optimizing the location and pricing for a set of new service facilities entering a competitive marketplace. They assumed that the new facilities must charge the same (uniform) price and the objective was to optimize the overall profit for the new facilities. Customer demand function was assumed to be elastic; the demand was affected by the price, facility attractiveness, and the travel cost for the highest-utility facility. Pelegrín et al. (2014) studied the problem of locating new facilities for one expanding chain which competes for demand in spatially separated markets where all competing chains use delivered pricing. A location model was proposed for profit maximization of the expanding chain assuming that equilibrium prices were set for each market.
Location-other variables models in static environment
There are three papers on location and some other variables (except price and design) in a static environment (Zhang & Rushton, 2008; Bozkaya et al., 2010; Konur & Geunes, 2012) . Zhang and Rushton (2008) proposed a multi-site location-allocation model where the objective function maximizes a measure of spatial utility of users subject to constraints on waiting time of users and budget of the multi-site facility owners. The model supports in assisting with decisions by one multi-facility owner about locating new sites or closing current sites in the presence of one or more competitors. Bozkaya et al. (2010) proposed a location-routing model where revenue was realized according to probabilistic patronization of customers and routing costs were incurred due to vehicles serving the open facilities from a central depot. They proposed a hybrid heuristic optimization methodology for solving the model. Konur and Geunes (2012) studied a set of heterogeneous competitive firms simultaneously locating facilities at a set of locations. Firms incur firm-specific transportation, congestion, and location costs, and market price was linear and decreasing in the amount shipped to the market by all firms. A heuristic method has been provided for finding equilibrium locations.
Location models in competition with foresight environment
There are several models considered pure location problems in competition with foresight environment. Each paper has considered a set of assumptions and introduced a new problem. In the following, brief discerption on each works is addressed.
Models with inelastic demand
Continuous models Bhadury et al. (2003) developed two heuristics for solving the leader-follower problem with closest rule. The methods have been based on the alternating step. Davydov et al. (2014a) developed a local search heuristic for the same problem, based on the VNS framework. Dasci & Laporte (2005) presented a similar model to determine the location strategies of two retail firms planning to open a number of stores in a geographical market. Firms attempt to maximize their profit under a leader-follower type competition in which the number of stores is made endogenous by the introduction of fixed costs. Sáiz et al. (2009) modeled the Huff-like problem of two firms that intends to build a single new facility. They developed a branch-and-bound approach for solving the resulted model. Essentially, the bounding was based on the zero sum concept: when there is a gain for one chain there is a loss for the other. Shiode et al. (2012) considered a model in which three companies, that are mutually competitive, intend to locate their facilities on a linear market. They presented the optimal location strategies for three facilities. They assumed that the demands are continuously distributed in a linear market and the facilities are locating according to a specific order of sequence.
Discrete models Plastria and Vanhaverbeke (2008) adapted the single new facility competitive location model with closest rule. The objective has been to locate facilities under a budget constraint in order to maximize the remaining market share after the competitor's later entry. They developed mixed zero-one programming formulations for each of the following three strategies: the maxmin strategy, the minimum regret strategy, and the von Stackelberg strategy. Alekseeva et al. (2013) provided an exact iterative method for the same problem. They used a local search algorithm at each iteration to find a feasible solution for a system of constraints. Davydov et al. (2014b) proposed two numerical approaches for the same problem: local search with variable neighborhoods and stochastic tabu search. They tried to improve the methods' efficiency at no loss to the quality of the resulting solutions. Biesinger et al. (2014a) proposed a hybrid genetic algorithm for the same problem. The heuristic approach was based on a genetic algorithm with tabu search as local improvement procedure and a complete solution archive. The archive was used to store and convert already visited solutions in order to avoid costly unnecessary re-evaluations. The authors in another work considered six different customer behavior scenarios for the discrete leaderfollower problem (Biesinger et al., 2014c) . They presented mixed integer linear programming models for the follower problem of each scenario and used them in combination with an evolutionary algorithm to optimize the location selection for the leader.
Beresnev (2009) studied the leader-follower problem with deterministic utility rule. Some formulations of the problem in the form of two-level integer linear programming problem and, equivalently, as pseudoBoolean two-level programming problem has been proposed. They suggested a method of constructing some upper bounds for the objective functions of the competitive facility location problem. Beresnev and Mel'nikov (2011) proposed a different method for obtaining an upper bound for the same problem. They proposed some local search algorithms for improving the initial approximate solutions. Beresnev (2012) in another work suggested a method for calculating the upper bounds of values of the goal function of the problem at optimal cooperative and noncooperative solutions. Simultaneously with the calculation of the upper bound, the initial approximate solution has been set up. The author in another research proposed a branch-and-bound algorithm for finding the optimal noncooperative solution (Beresnev, 2013) . While constructing the algorithm, the model as the problem of maximizing a pseudo-Boolean function was presented. An important ingredient of the algorithm calculated an upper bound for the values of the pseudo-Boolean function on subsets of solutions. On the other hand, Mel'nikov (2014) proposed a randomized local search scheme that employs an internal local search procedure to estimate the solutions being enumerated for the similar problem. In other work, MirHassani et al. (2015) presented a simple and effective nested strategy based on the quantum binary particle swarm optimization (QBPSO) method for solving the similar bi-level mathematical model of the problem. Rahmani and Yousefikhoshbakht (2012) formulated a bi-level fractional mixed-integer nonlinear programming model in which the fixed cost and transportation cost are incorporated. Ashtiani et al. (2011) presented a leader-follower model with huff-based choice rule. A heuristic method was proposed by them and computational results indicated that the proposed method was efficient for large scale problems. Ramezanian and Ashtiani (2011) solved the same problem via an exact solution method. Biesinger et al. (2014b) presented an evolutionary algorithm with an embedded tabu search to solve the same problem. A complete solution archive has been used to detect already visited candidate solutions and convert them into not yet considered ones. Drezner et al. (2015) investigated a leaderfollower model based on the concept of cover. Each facility attracts consumers within a "sphere of influence" defined by a "radius of influence." The leader and the follower, each has a budget to be spent on the expansion of their chains either by improving their existing facilities or constructing new ones. Kononov et al. (2009) considered two classes of leader-follower models, in which several competitors sequentially or simultaneously open new facilities. The first class consisted of discrete two-level programming models. The second class consisted of game models with several independent competitors pursuing selfish goals. Ashtiani et al. (2013) proposed a model with huff-based rule for determining the optimal locations for the leader's new facilities under the condition that the number of the follower's new facilities is unknown for the leader. "Robust Optimization" has been used for maximizing the leader's market share and making the obtained results "robust" in various scenarios in terms of different numbers of the follower's new facilities. Godinho and Dias (2010) studied a problem in which two decision makers will have to decide where to locate their own facilities simultaneously, unsure about the decisions of one another, The authors presented the problem in a franchising environment. They presented an algorithmic approach that was developed to find Nash equilibria. The authors in another work presented the similar problem where the consequence of Franchisee's overbidding was considered (Godinho & Dias, 2013) .
Models with elastic demand
Continuous models Shiode et al. (2009) presented a leader-follower problem with closest rule in which the demand of each customer depends on the facilities. The distances between the facilities and the demand points were measured by rectangular distance. At first they considered the linear model and derived the optimal policy for locating the facilities. They extended the model to planar case and also derived the optimal policy.
Discrete models
Biesinger et al. (2014c) considered six different customer behavior and demand scenarios. They presented mixed integer linear programming models for the follower problem of each scenario and used them in combination with an evolutionary algorithm to optimize the location selection for the leader.
Location-Design models in competition with foresight environment
There are few papers in this category which have difference with each other in their assumption and contribution.
Models with inelastic demand
Continuous models Redondo et al. (2010) presented a huff-based model in which the leader wants to set up a single new facility and the follower will react by locating another single facility after the leader locates its own facility. Four heuristics were proposed for this hard-to-solve global optimization problem, namely, a grid search procedure, an alternating method and two evolutionary algorithms. Hendrix (2015) considered a competitive location with deterministic utility rule. To study this situation, a game theoretic model was formulated and a Stackelberg equilibrium was reached. Saidani et al. (2012) proposed a huff-based model where a two-stage method was developed, which takes into account the reactions of the competitors. In the design decision stage, the competitive decision process occurring among facilities was modelled as a game, whose solution was given by its Nash equilibrium. The solution, which can be represented as functions of the location of the new facility, was obtained by analytical resolution of a system of equations in the case of one facility in the market or by polynomial approximation in the case of multiple facilities. In the location decision stage, an interval based global optimization method was used to determine the best location of the new facility. Saiz et al. (2011) described the location-design decision of a facility for two firms in a new market by a Huff-like attraction model where the profit that can be reached by each firms depends on the actions of its competitor. They studied the profit maximization problem of the firms under different choice rules, assuming that they make their decisions simultaneously.
Discrete models
Kucukaydin et al. (2011b) considered a problem in which a firm or franchise enters a market by locating new facilities. The competitor, on the other hand, can react by adjusting the design of its existing facilities with the objective of maximizing its own profit. They formulated a bi-level mixed-integer nonlinear programming model. In order to find the optimal solution of this model, they converted it into an equivalent one-level mixed-integer nonlinear program so that it could be solved by global optimization methods. The authors in another work presented the similar problem in which the competitor can react by opening new facilities, closing existing ones, and adjusting the design levels of its existing facilities, with the aim of maximizing its own profit (Küçükaydın et al., 2012) .
Models with elastic demand
Continuous models Redondo et al. (2013) studied a huff-based competitive location in which the demand varies depending on the attraction for the facilities. Three heuristic methods were proposed to cope with this problem, namely, a grid search procedure, a multistart algorithm and a two-level evolutionary algorithm. Arrondo et al. (2014b) proposed three parallelizations of a subpopulation-based evolutionary algorithm called TLUEGO, a distributed memory programming algorithm, a shared memory programming algorithm, and a hybrid of the two previous algorithms to solve the same problem.
Discrete models
Wang and Ouyang (2013) presented game-theoretical models based on a continuous approximation (CA) scheme to optimize service facility location design under spatial competition and facility disruption risks. The customer demand in a market depends on the functionality of service facilities and the presence of nearby competitors, as customers normally seek the nearest functioning facility for service. They first analyzed the existence of Nash equilibria in a symmetric two-company competition case. Then they built a leader-follower Stackelberg competition model to derive the optimal facility location design when one of the companies has the first mover advantage over its competitor.
Location-Price models in competition with foresight environment
There are three studies modeled a location-price problem in competition with foresight environment (Fischer, 2002; Panin et al., 2014; Fernández et al., 2014) . Fischer (2002) introduced two models for duopolistic competitive discrete location planning with sequential acting and variable delivered prices. If locations and prices are assumed to be set "once and for all" by the competitors, the resulting bi-level program is nonlinear. Under the assumption that further price adjustments are possible, i.e., that a Nash equilibrium in prices was reached, the model could be simplified to a linear discrete bi-level formulation. For the situation with price adjustments, a heuristic solution procedure was suggested. Panin et al. (2014) proposed different models for competitive facility location and pricing as bi-level Boolean linear programming problems. They obtained results that characterize the complexity of the problem where a monopolist's profit on each of the markets is defined with a monotone non-increasing function of the servicing cost. They also proposed two approximate algorithms based on the ideas of alternating heuristics and local search. Fernández et al. (2014) investigated the problem of finding location equilibria of a location-price game where firms first select their locations and then set delivered prices in order to maximize their profits. They proposed an exact interval branch-and-bound algorithm suitable for small and medium size problems and an alternating Weiszfeld-like heuristic for larger instances.
Location-other variables models in competition with foresight environment
There is only one study in this category accomplished by Kwasnica and Stavrulaki (2008) , which explored how two firms locate and set capacities to serve time-sensitive customers. Because customers are time-sensitive, they may decline to place an order from either competitor if their expected waiting time is large. The authors developed a two-stage game where firms set capacities and then locations.
Conclusion
Competitive facility location models are very useful in many situations where locations for competing facilities are sought. In this paper, we have presented an overview of competitive facility location papers from 2000 to 2015. As was observed in the previous sections, some of the concepts were less considered and they could be considered for future studies. For example, relocation and redesign of old facilities in addition to opening new ones is applicable in reality and can be considered in the future models. In addition, there is an interest in considering different decision variables besides location. As one of the other future research suggestions, we propose to further investigate cover-based models in the context of competitive location. In fact, the cover approach can be applied to other competitive objectives or analyzed in different environments.
